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Incorporated in 1989 by a team of experienced molders and mold-makers, Alabama-
based Innovative Plastics is today one of the largest custom injection molding 
companies in northern Alabama. The company produces tooling and molding to 
the automotive, recreational boating, medical equipment and consumer products 
industries throughout the South East.

Overview00

The most common manufacturing method for plastic parts, injection molding works by 
forcing melted plastic into a mold under pressure. Within seconds, the plastic cools, 
allowing the mold to open and eject the solidified part, and the cycle starts again. 

Today, the injection molding process is used to produce a huge variety of parts and 
products, everything from children’s toys to automotive parts to surgical tools. 

For companies, like Innovative Plastics, that specialize in the process, many of the 
challenges they face come down to one key issue - speed. 

The Challenge01
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With constant iteration in product design and the demand for tens of millions of 
plastic parts per year, injection molding companies must be able to create new molds 
and retool manufacturing lines quickly to minimize downtime. 

In addition to quickly creating 
molds for new products, 
molding companies also seek 
to shorten the cycle time - the 
time it takes to inject plastic, 
cool it, eject a part and re-
close - in an effort to increase 
production. When factored 
over 24 hours of continuous 
production, improvement in 
cycle time - even of just a 
few seconds - can translate 
to production increases of 25 
percent or more. 

To meet those challenges, 
Innovative Plastics is 
investing in next-generation 
manufacturing technology, 
including metal 3D printing. 

“At Innovative Plastics, it’s our goal to provide state-of-
the-art service to our customers, from the design stage, 
through prototyping and into final production. 

As part of that commitment to innovation, we began 
looking into metal 3D printing technology and how it might 
be used in the production of mold parts. 

We chose the Desktop Metal™ Studio System™ for its 
ease-of-use, as well as the wide range of materials 
available. For us, 3D printing brings significant cost and 
time savings.“

—
Tom Kerr 
Tooling and Program Manager 
Innovative Plastics

Innovative Plastics engineers printed a handful of mold cores and cavities using the 
Studio System™, and found the system took significantly less time than traditional 
manufacturing processes. 

Using traditional methods like CNC machining or wire EDM, the mold typically would 
take about six weeks to produce. 

But because it eliminates the need for complex fixturing, the Studio System™ enables 
engineers to print near net-shape parts in less than a week. Even factoring in the 
need for post-production steps, the 3D printed mold was ready for use in just two 
weeks, reducing downtime on manufacturing lines. 

And with a cost of between $6,000 and $8,000 - which includes the cost of 
machining the parts to meet critical dimensions - the printed mold is significantly 
cheaper than those that were produced via traditional methods, which can cost up  
to $12,000. 

A Modern mold-making tool02
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After investigating a number of metal 3D printing systems, Innovative Plastics opted 
to use the Studio System™ in part due to its wide range of available materials. 

While the exhaust cover molds were created using 17-4 stainless steel, engineers 
have also created molds using H13 tool steel to leverage its exceptional hot hardness, 
allowing the mold to remain functional while molding abrasive material at high 
temperatures and pressures over hundreds of thousands of cycles. 

Alloys like tool steel are also desirable for molds because they allow for injection of 
material under higher pressures, enabling the formation of more precise details.

Why Desktop Metal™?03

In addition to cutting lead time and cost, 3D printing allowed engineers to incorporate 
features - like conformal cooling channels - into the mold that would otherwise be 
impossible to manufacture. 

By allowing the mold to cool faster, the channels helped shave up to  five seconds off 
the mold cycle time, allowing them to produce more parts per day. Faster production 
allows the company to fill customer orders faster, take on more jobs, and reduce lead 
time, giving them an edge over their competitors. 

But printing molds also offers less obvious benefits.

Because each print run on the Studio System™ requires only about 20 to 30 minutes 
of operator time, used to move parts between equipment, highly skilled CNC and EDM 
operators are free to focus on other jobs, increasing shop efficiency. 
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This mold cavity and core are used to produce 
an exhaust cover cap for a boat motor via plastic 
injection molding. 

Typically, molds are produced via CNC machining 
and EDM (electrical discharge machining,) two 
processes that require highly skilled operators 
and specialized machinery. 

Some materials used in injection molding can be 
corrosive or abrasive - to survive the wear-and-
tear of repeated molding cycles, manufacturers 
may use specific alloys like H13 tool steel for its 
toughness. 

As a result, cores and cavities can be some 
of the most expensive parts of a mold to 
manufacture, with lead times - even for simple 
molds - of as much as four to six weeks. 

With additive manufacturing, engineers were 
able to print these parts to near net-shape, then 
machine them to critical dimensions, significantly 
speeding up the manufacture of mold parts.

And because 3D printing enables far more 
geometric complexity than traditional 
manufacturing, these parts were also produced 
with conformal cooling channels - a feature that 
would be impossible to create via machining. 

Those cooling channels allow Innovative Plastics 
to reduce the cycle times for the molds by as 
much as 25 percent, allowing them to create 
thousands more parts per day. 

[Material]

17-4 PH Stainless Steel

[Part Example]

Mold Core & Cavity

[Cost Saving]

~30%
Studio System™

$6k-8k
Traditional Method

$10k-12k

[Time Saving]

~40%
Studio System™

2-3 Weeks
Traditional Method

6 Weeks
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Printing mold cavities and cores on the Studio System™ was a success for Innovative 
Plastics, resulting in significant savings in both time and money, as well as enabling 
shorter injection cycle times. 

The printed parts were produced in approximately one-third of the time needed to 
create mold parts via EDM, meaning Innovative could use additive technology to 
quickly produce new molds as needed and keep manufacturing lines running with 
little downtime. 

Additive technology also makes it easy for Innovative to repair or replace inserts or 
other parts of a mold far faster and with less expense than waiting for traditionally-
manufactured replacements. 

The addition of conformal cooling channels to the mold parts also offered significant 
benefits. By shortening the molding cycle time by just five seconds, the company 
was able to increase daily production of the exhaust cover caps by more than 3,400 
parts per day. 

Evaluation04
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Incorporated in 1989 by a team of experienced molders and mold-makers, Alabama-based 
Innovative Plastics produces tooling and molding to the automotive, recreational boating, 
medical equipment and consumer products industries throughout the South East. The 
company today operates 21 injection mold machines, ranging from 85 tons to 825 tons. 
In addition, Innovative offers ancillary equipment, such as material dryers, chillers, sonic 
welders, and robots in order to make their operation more efficient.

About Innovative Plastics Inc.

Desktop Metal, Inc. is accelerating the transformation of manufacturing with end-to-end metal 
3D printing solutions. Founded in 2015 by leaders in advanced manufacturing, metallurgy, and 
robotics, the company is addressing the unmet challenges of speed, cost, and quality to make 
metal 3D printing an essential tool for engineers and manufacturers around the world. In 2017, 
the company was selected as one of the world’s 30 most promising Technology Pioneers by 
the World Economic Forum, and was recently named to MIT Technology Review’s list of 50 
Smartest Companies. For more information, visit www.desktopmetal.com.

About Desktop Metal Inc.


